This course will help you to keep your projects on
time and within budget. It will also help you to
manage your project resources to increase their
productivity.



You will learn you how to create and control the
contents of Gantt charts.



Learn how to create stages in a project then direct
those stages. You will also come to understand how
to manage more than one project at the same time.
Learn to communicate your project progress using
the powerful graphical tools available or use the
pre-defined reports built into MS Project.
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This course shows you how to use some of the
more in-depth facilities of Microsoft Project to get a
more effective control over your projects.
You will learn to build clearer plans, track actuals
more accurately and be able to produce more
detailed reports. Project 2013 gives you more
control to create reports that are meaningful. You
will learn how to customise the reports to analyse
the project data how you want!
You will also work with more complex calendar
settings, import and export data using Excel and
use the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS).
You will enhance your reports and tracking using
Earned Value, and practice splitting larger projects
into more manageable units as well as grouping
team projects into a master view.
There is the option to explore the Agile project
management template available in Project 2013—
please specify this as the time of booking.
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Enhance your MS Project skills with this one day
advanced course.



Take a comprehensive look at the more complex
and powerful features of MS Project. This course
leans heavily on teaching you how to customise MS
Project to fulfil your projects requirements.



After creating and fine tuning customised features
this course will show you how to save these
improvement and incorporate them into all future
projects. You will also learn to share these features
with other people working with MS Project.
You will learn methods to analyse your Project so
you can report more accurately.
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